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ABSTRACT
Authorship attribution (i.e., determining who is the author of a

piece of source code) is an established research topic. State-of-the-

art results for the authorship attribution problem look promising

for the software engineering field, where they could be applied to

detect plagiarized code and prevent legal issues. With this article,

we first introduce a new language-agnostic approach to authorship

attribution of source code. Then, we discuss limitations of existing

synthetic datasets for authorship attribution, and propose a data

collection approach that delivers datasets that better reflect aspects

important for potential practical use in software engineering. Fi-

nally, we demonstrate that high accuracy of authorship attribution

models on existing datasets drastically drops when they are eval-

uated on more realistic data. We outline next steps for the design

and evaluation of authorship attribution models that could bring

the research efforts closer to practical use for software engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The task of source code authorship attribution can be formulated

as follows: given a piece of code and a predefined set of authors,

to attribute this piece to one of these authors, or judge that it was

written by someone else. This problem has been of interest for

researchers for at least three decades [44].

Prior research has shown that software engineering tasks, such

as software maintenance [13, 27, 28] and software quality anal-

ysis [16, 48, 56, 60], benefit from authorship information. Since

authorship information in software repositories may be missing or

inaccurate (e.g., due to pair programming, co-authored commits,

and changes made after code review suggestions), authorship attri-

bution techniques could help in these tasks. Authorship attribution

models output a probability for each of the known developers to

be the author of a code fragment. When the probabilities are sig-

nificantly higher for a group of developers, they are likely to be

co-authors of the snippet, even if this information is missing in the

version control system (VCS). On the other hand, when the commit

was authored by several people but probability is high only for a

single person, we can derive the main author of the commit.

Source code authorship attribution is also useful for plagiarism

detection, either to directly determine the author of plagiarized

code [18, 34, 61] or to ensure that several fragments of code were

written by a single author [55]. Importantly, while plagiarism de-

tection techniques need a large database of code as a reference

when checking for plagiarism, authorship attribution approaches

can directly identify suspicious code snippets. Plagiarism detection,

in turn, is important in software engineering: Software companies

need to pay extra attention to copyright and licensing issues, as

they can become liable to lawsuits [41]. For example, developers

often use Stack Overflow [58] to copy and paste code snippets to

their projects. However, if developers do not use caution, code bor-

rowed from Stack Overflow can induce licence conflicts on top of

complicating maintenance [14, 29].

Recently, several pieces of work improved the state of the art in

authorship attribution on datasets for three popular programming
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languages: C++, Python, and Java. For C++, Caliskan et al. reported
the accuracy value of 92.8% when distinguishing among 1,600 po-

tential code authors [21]. For Python, Alsulami et al. attributed code
of 70 programmers with 88.9% accuracy [12]. Yang et al. developed
a neural network model that achieved 91.1% accuracy for a dataset

of Java code by 40 authors [59].

Some of the existing approaches use language-specific features.

While language-specific features can improve the accuracy of au-

thorship attribution for a particular language, designing a set of

such features is a complex manual task. To transfer an approach

that targets a specific language to another one (e.g., from C++ to

Python), one either needs to come up with a new set of features, or

otherwise suffer from a major accuracy drop [21].

In this study, we achieve higher results in authorship attribution

accuracy by suggesting two language-agnostic models. Both models

work with path-based representations of code [10], which can be

built based on an abstract syntax tree (AST) for any programming

language. The first model, called PbRF (Path-based Random Forest),

is a random forest trained on relative term frequencies of tokens

and paths in ASTs. To the best of our knowledge, PbRF is the first

model that integrates path-based representations into a classical

ML model. The second model, named PbNN (Path-based Neural

Network), is an adapted version of the code2vec neural network [10].
We evaluate both models on the datasets of code in three pro-

gramming languages that were used in previous work. PbRF im-

proves the state of the art for Java, C++, and Python datasets, even

with few available samples per author. PbNN outperforms PbRF

when the number of available samples per author is large. Both

models improve state-of-the-art results for Java on a dataset of Yang

et al. [59], with 98.5% and 97.9% accuracy respectively. Later, we

evaluate how both models perform on our new collected datasets.

Another aspect that we target in this study is data used for

evaluation. Existing work on authorship attribution operates with

sources of data different from regular software projects: examples

from books [26, 44], students’ assignments [23, 25, 36], solutions

of programming competitions [12, 21, 50, 54], and open-source

projects with a single author [34, 53, 59, 61]. This data is different

from code that can be found in real-world software projects. In this

study, we deeply investigate this difference. Based on the results of

this investigation, we propose a new data collection technique that

can reduce these differences and generate more realistic datasets

for the authorship attribution task. To formalize the differences,

we suggest the concept of work context: i.e., aspects that can affect

developer’s coding practices and are specific to the concrete project,

such as project’s domain, team, internal coding conventions, and

more. Also, we discuss another source of data differences: the evo-

lution of programmers’ individual coding practices over time and

changing context of their contributions.

We propose a method to quantitatively measure the impact of

work context and evolution of individual coding practices on the

accuracy of authorship attribution models. Our evaluation shows

that the accuracy of authorship attribution models plunges when

models are tested with more realistic data than what is offered

by existing datasets. In particular, the model that can distinguish

between 40 authors with 98% accuracy in one setup, reaches only

22% for 21 developers in another. This result suggests that—before

their practical adoption for software engineering—existing results

in the field of source code authorship attribution should be revisited

to evaluate robustness of the models and their applicability to more

realistic datasets.

We made the artifacts related to this work publicly available on

GitHub [5] under MIT License. They contain implementation of the

models, code for running the experiments, and a tool for collection

of datasets for the authorship attribution task.

With this work we make the following contributions:

• Two language-agnostic models that work with path-based

representation of code. Both models can take as an input any

code fragment (e.g., file, class, method). These models outper-

form language-specific state-of-the-art models on existing

datasets.

• An in-depth discussion on the limitations of existing datasets,

supported by quantitative evaluation of effects of these limi-

tations, particularly when applied to the software engineer-

ing domain.

• A novel, scalable approach to data collection for evaluation

of source code authorship attribution models.

• A discussion of the concept of developer’s work context and a
novel methodology to evaluate its influence on the accuracy

of authorship attribution models.

• Empirical evidence on how the evolution of developers’ cod-

ing practices impacts the accuracy of current authorship

attribution models.

2 BACKGROUND
To the best of our knowledge, the first work on source code author-

ship attribution dates back to Oman et al. [44] in 1989. Although the
results and approaches for the authorship attribution have changed

and improved since then, the formulation of the problem did not

change, and the underlying idea remains to use machine learning

based on the features extracted from source code.

In the task of source code authorship attribution, a model is given

a piece of code, and it should attribute the piece of code to one of

the known developers, or state that it was written by someone else.

The input code can differ by its form (the code can be unchanged,

obfuscated, or even decompiled) and source of origin. In previous

work, four sources of data have been used:

Code examples from books ([26, 44]). Used before the era of eas-

ily available open-source projects, for the lack of other sources.

Students’ assignments ([19, 23, 25, 36]). Often, researchers are

not allowed to publish these datasets (e.g., fromuniversity courses)

due to privacy or intellectual property issues. Lack of published

data causes problems comparing different methods.

Solutions to programming competitions ([12, 21, 50, 54]). This
mostly refers to data from Google Code Jam

1
(GCJ), an annual

competition held by Google since 2008.

Single-author open-source projects ([34, 53, 59, 61]). With the

increasing popularity of hosting platforms for open source projects

(e.g., GitHub), they have become a major source of data. In this

case, the dataset consists of multiple repositories, each devel-

oped by a single programmer. For evaluation, the researchers use

unseen code snippets from the same repositories. Researchers

1
https://codingcompetitions.withgoogle.com/codejam
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avoid repositories with multiple authors because in this case

authorship of even small fragments of code might be shared.

According to the recent survey by Kalgutkar et al. [30], the
following are the best results per programming language:

C++ : Caliskan et al. [21] reported the best results using a random

forest trained on syntactical features. They achieved 93% and 98%

accuracy for datasets with 1,600 and 250 developers, respectively.

Python : Alsulami et al. [12] suggested to use tree-based LSTM to

derive implicit features from ASTs, achieving 88.9% accuracy in

distinguishing among 70 authors.

Java : Yang et al. [59] reported 91% accuracy for a dataset of 40

authors using neural networks. Instead of a commonly used

stochastic gradient descent optimizer, the authors trained the

network with particle swarm optimization [33] improving the

accuracy by 15 percent points.

Syntactic features, derived from AST of code, are known to

improve the results for authorship attribution [12, 21] as well as for

other software engineering tasks, such as code summarization [9],

method name prediction [10], and clone detection [47].

Compared to real-world data, where a programmer often works

on multiple projects and using multiple languages, existing datasets

are limited to a single language and one project per author. To over-

come this limitation, models applicable in real-world environment

should work with different programming languages in a consis-

tent manner. Following this idea, we decided to build a language-

independent model, that is based on syntactic features and works

on par with prior studies.

3 LANGUAGE-AGNOSTIC MODELS
Our first goal is to develop an authorship attribution solution that

is language-agnostic and achieves an accuracy comparable to state-

of-the-art approaches.

To apply machine learning methods to code, one should trans-

form code into a numerical form called representation. While some

works use explicitly designed language-specific features [21, 59],

we represent code using path-based representation [11] to work with
code in various programming languages in a uniform way.

A common way to use path-based representation is the code2vec
neural network [10], suggested by Alon et al. for the task of method

name prediction. However, code2vec requires a significant number

of samples for each author to infer meaningful information, due to

the large number of trainable parameters. Thus, alongside with the

neural network, we also employ a random forest model, trained on

similar features. The random forest model shows a better accuracy

for small datasets, but generalizes worse for the larger ones. In

the rest of this section, we describe our models and define related

concepts.

3.1 Definitions
Abstract Syntax Tree. An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a repre-

sentation of program’s code in the form of a rooted tree. Nodes of

an AST correspond to different code constructs (e.g., math opera-

tions and variable declarations). Children of a node correspond to

smaller constructs that comprise its corresponding code. Different

constructs are represented with different node types. An AST might

omit parentheses, tabs, and other formatting details. Figure 1 shows

an example of a code fragment and a corresponding AST.

int square(int x) {
    return x * x;
}

(a) An example code fragment

PrimitiveType
(PT)

squareint

MethodDeclaration
(MD)

SimpleName
(SN)

SingleVariableDeclaration
(SVD)

PrimitiveType
(PT)

SimpleName
(SN)

Block 
(B)

ReturnStatement
(RS)

InfixExpression
(IE)

SimpleName
(SN)

SimpleName
(SN)

x

x x

int
∗

(b) An AST of this code fragment

Figure 1: A code example and a corresponding AST

Path in AST. A path is a sequence of connected nodes in an AST.

Start and end nodes of a path may be arbitrary, but we only use

paths between two leaves in the AST to conform with code2vec

and have the benefit of working with smaller pieces of code that

such paths represent. Following Alon et al. [10], we denote a path
by a sequence of node types and directions (up or down) between

consequent nodes. The node in which the path changes direction

is called top node. In Figure 1b, an example of a path between the

leaves of an AST is shown with red arrows. In the notation of node

types and directions, this path can be denoted as follows:

SN ↑ MD ↓ SVD ↓ SN

Path-context. Path-contexts are triplets, consisting of a path be-

tween two leaves and tokens corresponding to start and end leaves.

A path-context represents two code tokens and a structural con-

nection between them. This allows a path-context to capture in-

formation about the structure of code. Prior works show that code

structure also carries semantic information [9, 10]. Figure 1b high-

lights the following path-context:

(square, SN ↑ MD ↓ SVD ↓ SN ,x)

This path-context represents a declaration of a function named

square with a single argument named x. The path in this path-

context encodes the following information: It contains nodes Func-
tion Declaration as well as Single Variable Declaration and tokens

are linked to Simple Name AST nodes.

Path-based representation. A path-based representation treats

a piece of code as a bag of path-contexts. For larger pieces of code,

the number of path-contexts in the bag might be large and can be

reduced by setting a limit on the length (i.e., the number of vertices

in the list) and width (i.e., the difference in indices between the

children of the top node) of the paths. These limits on the length

and width are hyperparameters and are determined empirically. For
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each piece of code, we generate all path-contexts that satisfy the

limits on the length and width. However, we use a random subset

of mined path-contexts to train the models, as explained later in

this section.

To adjust a bag of path-contexts comprising the path-based rep-

resentation to the task of training a model, we need to transform

it into a numerical form. For the code2vec model, an embedding

layer translates paths and tokens into numerical vectors. For the

random forest model, we cannot use embedding because random

forest trains without gradient computation. In this case, the trans-

formation is done by computing relative term frequencies of paths

and tokens (i.e., the number of times the token/path occurs in a

code snippet divided by the total number of tokens/paths) and stor-

ing them in a sparse vector. Since the path-based representation

does not require any specific properties from the programming lan-

guage, both PbRF and PbNN are language-agnostic. The following

subsections cover both cases in more detail.

3.2 PbRF (Random Forest Model)
The random forest model is designed to work even when the num-

ber of samples for each author is rather small (starting from a

few samples per author), where the neural network cannot cap-

ture enough information to generalize. Random forest has already

proved to be effective in this setup in previous work [21, 54].

Tokens and AST-based features have already proved to be effec-

tive for authorship attribution in the work by Caliskan et al. [21].
Compared to their work, we use more complex AST features: AST

paths. Random forest does not allow training an embedding of

path-contexts, thus, instead of combining paths and tokens into

path-contexts, we use relative term frequencies of tokens and paths

as features. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to

combine path-based representations with classical machine learn-

ing models (such as Random Forest).

If a set of documents containsT tokens and P paths, the random

forest model takes a sparse vector of size F = P + T as an input.

The size of such a vector might be significant (up to millions), with

some features being unimportant for identifying the author. We

employ feature filtering to reduce the effect of this dimensionality

problem. As in previous work on authorship attribution [21, 43, 51],

we use filtering based on mutual information (MI) [22]. The mutual

information of a source code feature f and an author A can be

expressed as:

MI (A, f ) = H (A) − H (A| f ),

where H (X ) is Shannon entropy [52]. For the task of authorship

identification, we interpret it as follows: the higher the MI is (i.e.,
the lower H (A| f ) is), the better one can recognize the author based

on the value of the given feature.

Feature selection based on the mutual information criteria ranks

all the features by their MI with the author label and takes N with

the highest MI value. N is a hyperparameter determined empiri-

cally during the evaluation process by trying various values. This

approach does not account for dependencies among features; for

example, if there are two identical high-ranked features, we take

both and miss some other feature. To avoid this problem, one could

add features one by one and compute mutual information after

each step, but on the scale of millions of features this procedure is

too costly.

3.3 PbNN (Neural Network Model)
To achieve a better accuracy for larger datasets, we adopted the

neural network called code2vec [11]. It takes a bag of path-contexts

from a code snippet as an input, transforms them into a single nu-

merical vector, and predicts a probability for each known developer

to be the author of the snippet. Compared to classical machine

learning methods, neural networks can derive more complex con-

cepts and relationships from structured data, when given enough

training samples. A detailed description of the model is available

in the original code2vec paper by Alon et al. [11].
The number of the PbNN’s parameters is O((T + P)d). Since

the value of (T + P) is usually large, from tens of thousands to

millions, the number of required samples for the model to train is

also significant.

4 EVALUATION ON EXISTING DATASETS
We evaluated the two models presented in the previous section on

the publicly available datasets for Java, C++, and Python used in

recent work [12, 21, 59] and compared the accuracy of PbRF and

PbNN to the results reported in these papers. Table 1 shows statis-

tical information about the datasets. Table 2 presents the accuracy

results of evaluation.

To compare the results of different models when these results

are obtained through multiple runs (i.e., folds in cross-validation),

we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [57] to various accuracy

values per run. When only the mean accuracy is available (which

is the case for previous work), or the number of runs is too small,

we directly compare the mean values.

Table 1: Datasets used in previous works. The number of
paths is provided forwidth <= 2 and lenдth <= 8.

C++ [21] Python [12] Java [59]

Number of authors 1,600 70 40

Number of files 14,400 700 3,021

Samples per author 9 10 11 to 712

Source GCJ GCJ GitHub

Unique tokens 50,000 10,000 65,200

Unique paths 102,000 22,100 220,000

Table 2: Mean accuracy by approach and dataset.

C++ [21] Python [12] Java [59]

Caliskan et al. [21] 0.928 0.729 N/A

Alsulami et al. [12] N/A 0.889 N/A

SGD [59] N/A N/A 0.760

PSO [59] N/A N/A 0.911

This work, PbNN 0.793 0.723 0.979
This work, PbRF 0.948 0.959 0.985
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4.1 Hyperparameters
Both our models have parameters that should be fixed before the

training phase, i.e., hyperparameters. These hyperparameters are

the number of trees, number of features left after feature selection,

maximum depth of the trees for the random forest (Section 3.2), size

of the embedding vector for the neural network (Section 3.3), and

the limits on length and width of AST paths in path-based represen-

tation. We tuned these hyperparameters using grid search [46]. The

plots of themodels’ accuracy dependence on the specific parameters

can be found in supplementary materials.

We found that the optimal values are similar across the datasets.

For the random forest model, increasing the number of trees im-

proves the accuracy until the number reaches 300, after that the

accuracy reaches a plateau. Increasing the maximum tree depth

leads to accuracy growth and does not cause overfitting, so we re-

moved the limits on the tree depth. The optimal number of features

left after the selection is about 7% of the initial number of features

for all datasets. While a slightly different number of features may

result in a higher accuracy, the differences are within the standard

deviation range.

For the neural network, increasing the embedding size from 32

to 256 results in a significant growth in accuracy for the Python and

C++ datasets. For the Java dataset, we did not notice any significant

change, even though a larger size does not cause overfitting.

The models show a better accuracy when the limits on the length

of paths in an AST are smaller. We tried the lengths from 6 to 10,

and the accuracy is the best for 6 or 7. Short paths correspond

to small repetitive constructs in code, which can be typical of a

particular developer. Paths of a higher length are less frequent and

cause the model to overfit. The same applies to the limits on the

path width: increasing the width beyond 2 did not improve the

attribution accuracy.

4.2 Evaluation on C++
The C++ dataset was introduced by Caliskan et al. [21]. It contains
solutions by each of 1,600 participants for 9 problems from Google

Code Jam competitions from 2008 to 2014, making it one of the

largest experiments with respect to the number of authors. Each

author has 9 samples in the dataset, corresponding to the solutions

of 9 problems. Following the original paper, we run a 9-fold cross-

validation. At each fold, the held-out set contains a single solution

from each author, while the training set contains 8 problems from

each author. For comparison, we use the average models’ accuracy

over all folds.

Caliskan et al. [21] reported 92.8% mean accuracy after 9-fold

cross-validation. PbNN and PbRF achieve 79.3% and 94.8% average

accuracy, respectively. The neural model shows a lower accuracy

because of overfitting: the number of available data points is too

small to train a much larger set of the network’s internal parameters.

The PbRF’s accuracy is higher compared to the Caliskan’s work

(94.8% vs 92.8%), and the difference lies out of the standard deviation

range computed based on the cross-validation (which is 0.4%). We

can conclude that PbRF achieves a better accuracy than the previous
best result.

4.3 Evaluation on Python
The Python dataset also contains Google Code Jam solutions. It

was collected and introduced by Alsulami et al. [12] and consists of
solutions to 10 problems implemented by 70 authors. As in the C++

dataset, this one contains the same number of samples for each

author. During cross-validation, the model is trained on 8 problems

and validated on 2 other problems that are initially held out. The

best reported average accuracy is 88.9%.

For comparison, we use the average accuracy reported by Al-

sulami et al. [12] for two models. The first one is a novel model

introduced by the authors. The second one is an adopted version

of the model by Caliskan et al. [21] with C++-specific features re-

moved. On this dataset, our models achieve 72.3% (PbNN) and 95.9%

(PbRF) accuracy. Similarly to the C++ dataset, PbRF shows a better

accuracy compared to PbNN because the number of available sam-

ples is too small for efficient training of the neural network. Also in

this case, PbRF achieves an accuracy that is as good as the previous
best result.

4.4 Evaluation on Java
The Java dataset introduced by Yang et al. [59] consists of 40 open
source projects, each authored exclusively by a single developer.

Each project contains from 11 to 712 files with a median value of

54, totaling 3,021 files overall. The number of samples per author

varies.

For evaluation, we split the dataset into 10 folds and perform a

stratified cross-validation similarly to Yang et al. [59]. Ideally, to
compare the accuracy of our model to theirs in the most precise

manner, we would use an identical split of the dataset into folds for

our evaluation. However, the original split into folds is not available

and we created our own with a fixed random seed.

The model by Yang et al. is a neural network trained either by

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or particle swarm optimization

(PSO) [33]. When trained by PSO, the model achieves an average

accuracy of 91.1% using 10-fold cross-validation. Both our models

reach an accuracy of more than 97%. The previous result lies out of

the standard deviation range in both cases, thus indicating that the

difference is statistically significant. Although the median number

of samples per author is only 54, the neural network shows a high

accuracy. Even though the average accuracy of the neural network

model is slightly higher than that of the random forest, the statistical

test yields a p-value of 0.07. Also in this case, both PbRF and PbNN
improve the previous best result.

5 LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT EVALUATIONS
During the analysis presented in Section 4, we realized a number of

limitations posed by this evaluation technique. Particularly, using a

single accuracy metric to compare complex approaches to problems

motivated by practical needs (such as authorship attribution in

software engineering) is a one-sided solution. In this section, we

discuss the limitations of such evaluation.

Academic work on authorship attribution is motivated by prac-

tical needs such as detection of plagiarism [39, 45, 53], detection of

ghostwriting [23, 34], and attribution of malware [21, 25, 36, 38].

In a perfect world, introduced authorship attribution approaches

should be evaluated on real-world data. However, such real-world
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data is privacy-sensitive and seldom publicly available. For this

reason, to show how models behave and compare against each

other, researchers create datasets from available data sources. Even

though these datasets try to mimic the data found in practical appli-

cations, there exist major differences. To illustrate them, we discuss

the concept of developer’s work context, i.e., the environment that

surrounds programmers when they write code. The work context

includes but is not limited to the following:

• Parts of a codebase: A codebase of a software project usu-

ally contains logically interconnected code that is organized

into packages and modules. This logical connection often

implies a lower-level connection observed in code: calls of

methods, creation of objects, similar names of entities.

• Project domains: The domain of the task (e.g., an Android

application) influences names, used libraries, implemented

features, and architectural patterns that are used in such

projects more commonly.

• Projects: The project itself might have internal naming con-

ventions and utility components that are called from different

parts of the codebase. Moreover, some companies have their

own style guides for programming languages that affect nam-

ing conventions, formatting, and preferred use of specific

language constructions. An example of this is Google Style

Guides [2].

• Set of tools: Integrated development environments (IDE)

or text editors, version control systems, as well as build and

deployment tools may influence the way how developers

write code. For example, a recent survey of programmers

concluded that developers affect their development practices

by simply using GitHub in their projects [31].

This list is not complete and could easily be extended, but the

effect of even a single of the aforementioned individual examples of

work context might be significant for the task of authorship attri-

bution. When collecting data for evaluation, we should take work

context into consideration: practical applications of authorship

attribution often imply that the model should be trained on code

written in one context and tested in another, or distinguish between

developers working in the same context. However, datasets used in

prior works do the opposite: there is a difference between authors’

work contexts (e.g., different single-authored projects) and no dif-

ference between work contexts of the same developer in training

and evaluation sets.

Another concern is that existing datasets do not consider the

impact of collaboration on the code. All of them consist of projects

developed by a single programmer. However, projects studied in

the software engineering domain are usually developed by teams.

Collaborative work is not reflected in prior work, but it may in-

troduce additional complexity for the authorship attribution task:

Developers integrate their code into codebases written in collabo-

ration with their colleagues, which might make their code harder

to distinguish.

Developers’ individual coding practicesmay change over time [20].

It is reasonable to think that changes in coding practices (e.g., pro-
grammer’s style, used libraries, naming conventions, development

process) can influence the accuracy of the models significantly. For

existing datasets, all code written by a single author belongs to

roughly the same period of time (e.g., one project, one competition,

or assignments belonging to one course) and there is no temporal

division between evaluation and training sets. Though, for practical

problems, one might need to train a model on the historical data and

apply it to new samples. This temporal aspect may introduce po-

tential significant difference in individual coding practices between

code used for training and testing.

Two prior studies consider evolution of programmers’ style as a

challenge for authorship attribution [20, 21]. Burrows et al. evalu-
ated the difference between six student assignments, showing that

their coding style changes over time [20]. Caliskan et al. trained a

model on solutions of Google Code Jam (GCJ) 2012 and evaluated

it on a single problem from GCJ 2014. Their experiment did not

reveal any major differences in accuracy compared to evaluating

on a problem from the same GCJ 2012 [21]. These results are con-

tradictory, but both studies operated with small datasets and in

domains different from real-world projects. Thus, further research

on this topic is required.

We conclude that there is a gap (at least theoretical) between the

existing datasets and what can be collected and used in the context

of real-world applications. In particular, there is a difference in terms

of work context, effects of developer collaboration, and changes

over time. In the following sections, we suggest a novel approach to

data collection that allows to quantitatively evaluate the impact of

both temporal and contextual issues on the accuracy of authorship

attribution models.

6 COLLECTING REALISTIC DATA
To quantitatively evaluate the impact of dissimilarities between

existing datasets and real software projects on the accuracy of au-

thorship attribution techniques, we developed a new approach to

data collection. It uses Git
2
repositories as the data source and,

unlike existing datasets from open-source data [12, 37, 59, 61], over-

comes the limitation of a single author per project.

6.1 Method of Data Collection
We suggest a new approach to collecting evaluation data for author-

ship attribution models. The approach works with any Git project

without restrictions on the number of developers. In particular,

using Git as the main data source allows taking data from GitHub,

the world’s largest repository hosting platform with more than

100 million repositories and 30 million users [1]. Open-source Git

repositories, and GitHub in particular, are a uniquely rich source of

data for modern software engineering research efforts [8, 17, 32, 42].

The atomic unit of contribution in Git projects is a commit. Usually,

a commit has a single author. This authorship information associ-

ated with every change recorded in a Git repository makes Git a

particularly rich source of data for authorship attribution studies.

The first step of our data extraction method is to traverse the

history of a repository to gather individual commits. Then we need

to identify commits authored by the same developer. It is not a trivial

task, because a developer can work within one repository under

multiple aliases using different emails. Even though there are prior

studies on the problem of alias merging [15, 35, 49], these methods

either make assumptions or are probabilistic to some extent. The

2
https://git-scm.com/
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main benefit of the existing alias merging methods is their complete

autonomy, which allows working with arbitrary amounts of data. In

this study, we processed the IntelliJ IDEACommunity [4] repository

by merging non-stub names and emails that appeared together into

groups. Then we accessed GitHub to merge the groups that belong

to the same person and contacted the developers to resolve all

arguable cases. We took this approach since we processed a single

repository and wanted to avoid anymistakes. For future researchers

who may want to process larger amounts of data autonomously, our

data preparation pipeline supports using existing entity-merging

methods.

In the second step, we split each commit into changes of fixed

granularity (e.g., a change to a single class, method, or field). In

this study, we use a method change as the granularity unit: it is

hard to precisely track changes of smaller fragments of code (e.g.,
lines or statements), while using class-level or higher granularity

would leave us with less data points. Also, authorship attribution

at the method level can be a valuable task in the domain of clone

detection, where a method is a commonly studied unit [29].

Within the scope of a single commit, methods can be renamed

or moved to other files. We use GumTree [24] to precisely track

such changes in Java code as well as simple changes to a method’s

body. As a result, we get a set of all method changes made during

the project development. Afterwards, the extracted data can be

grouped into datasets with different properties.

6.2 Collected Datasets
We implemented an open-source tool supporting the described

approach to data collection which is available in the supplemen-

tary package. We used the tool to extract data from the IntelliJ

IDEA Community Edition [4] project, the second largest public

Java project on GitHub. At the time of processing (March 10th,

2020), the project contained about 270,000 commits dated from 2004

to 2020 and authored by 500 developers. These commits comprise

about two million individual method changes. Each change is of

one of three types: creation of a method, deletion, or modification

of its body or signature. The latter, unlike method creations, cannot

be processed directly by authorship identification models: newly

added code fragments might be incomplete, and the concrete modi-

fications might be scattered across the method body. Moreover, the

author of the original code might be different from the one who

modifies the method, which makes it impossible to define a sole

author of the method. In the datasets designed in this work, we only

use method creations, because they contain new code fragments

implemented by a single person and can be labeled accordingly.

However, attributing authorship of method modifications is an in-

teresting task for future research which will require changing the

models’ input (e.g., take two versions of code as an input or process

the difference between the versions).

In the IntelliJ IDEA Community repository, out of all the changes,

680,000 are method creations which is about a third of all the

changes. Thus, authorship attribution models that operate only

with method creations can cover a large part of all the cases. The

developers highly differ by the amount of contributions: 20 most

active developers created 58% of all methods, 50 most active— 88%.

To reduce the imbalance of the datasets, we split the authors in two

groups: 21 authors with at least 10,000 created samples (i.e., created
methods) and 44 authors who have between 2,000 and 10,000 sam-

ples. In total, the groups have about 400,000 and 200,000 samples,

respectively.

To quantitatively evaluate the impact of work context and evolu-

tion of coding practices on the quality of authorship attribution, we

further create several datasets from the collected data. To make eval-

uation conditions as close to practical tasks as possible, we should

have processed several projects and split projects between training

and testing sets. However, at this point it is unclear how to define

the similarity between work contexts of different projects, and we

would not be able to run several experiments with an increasing

degree of context difference to perform a quantitative evaluation.

Thus, this left us with one project and multiple datasets.

6.2.1 Datasetswith gradual separation ofwork context. The
purpose of these datasets is to measure the influence of variation in

developers’ work context on the quality of authorship attribution.

To achieve this, we need multiple pairs of training and evaluation

samples that differ only in their work context. More specifically, the

pairs should contain the same code fragments but be split differently

between the training and testing part.

To control the degree of difference in work contexts, we use

the project’s file tree. Figure 2 shows an example of such a tree.

It consists of folders with edges between a folder and its content.

Leaves in the tree correspond to files. For Java code, we are inter-

ested only in Java source files identified by the ‘.java’ extension. To

reduce the depth of the tree, we compress paths of folders with a

single sub-folder into nodes: In Figure 2, folders “plugins”, “src”,

and “main” are compressed into a single node “plugins/src/main”.

This operation preserves the structure of the tree.

plugins/src/main

/ (root folder)

platform

platform-api platform-implP-A P-B

Impl-A Impl-BAPI-A API-B

P-DP-C

2

1

0

Figure 2: An example of a project’s file tree with similarities
between files.

A file tree for a Java codebase resembles the structure of its

packages. Usually, classes in one package are logically connected

and refer to each other; thus, they have similar work contexts. At

a higher level of abstraction, this also applies to classes in differ-

ent sub-packages of the same package. In Figure 2, the tree class

API-A has a work context that is similar to API-B, because they
are in the same package, but a less similar context to Impl-A from

platform-impl. Nevertheless, they are still much closer to each

other than to any file from the plugins package since both are

used to implement some platform features and may even depend

on one another.

From this observation, we derive a way to measure the similarity

of work contexts of two files: it is the depth of the lowest common
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Algorithm 1 Finding split of a dataset with selected separation of

work context.

1: function RandomSplit(author, depth, testRatio)
2: folders← allFoldersAtDepth(depth)
3: randomShuffle(folders)
4: train, test← emptySet, emptySet
5: for each folder ∈ folders do
6: samples← authorSamples(author, folder)
7: if getRatio(train, test) < testRatio then
8: test.insert(samples)
9: else
10: train.insert(samples)

11: return train, test

12: function SplitAuthor(author, depth, minR, maxR, N)
13: testR← minR+maxR

2

14: bestSplit = None
15: for each i ∈ range(N) do
16: split← RandomSplit(author, depth, testR)
17: ratio← getRatio(split)
18: if ratio ∈ (minR, maxR) then
19: updateBest(split, bestSplit, testR)

20: return bestSplit

ancestor in the file tree. In Figure 2, similarities between API-A
and other classes are shown with arrows (the depth of the root

is considered to be 0). By doing so, for a training-validation split,

we can define the similarity of work contexts of these parts as the

highest value of pairwise similarity between files in them. Using

the maximum value might seem over-cautious, but in real-world

applications it is natural to assume that the model will not see

any samples from another context during training before receiving

them as input.

The subsequent step is to create a sequence of data splits with in-

creasing similarity values, or the depth of split. Algorithm 1 shows

the pseudocode for creation of such splits. To preserve the distri-

bution of authors at each level, we pick splits for different authors

independently and merge them afterwards. We fix a ratio of evalu-

ation samples, the depth of split, and an author. Then, we collect

all folders at the chosen depth and files at this depth or higher.

Afterward, we greedily divide them into training and evaluation

parts, trying to get as close to the chosen ratio of testing samples as

possible. When a folder is put into the training or evaluation part,

all the methods created by the author in the subtree of the folder

go into this part. We repeat the procedure several times for each

author and depth, and pick the split with the ratio closest to the

fixed one. If there is no split that has a ratio close enough to the

fixed one (e.g., because the author worked only in a specific part of

the project), we remove the author from the dataset.

We created two datasets by applying the described algorithm

to the method creations by the developers in two aforementioned

groups. The file tree in the IntelliJ IDEA project has a depth of 12.

Since the increase in similarity value from d − 1 to d affects only

files with depth d and higher, we vary d only in the range [1; 9],

which includes over 95% of the files.

Because of the restrictions on the ratio of training samples, for

some authors we could not find a suitable separation at every level.

For this reason, we filter out samples from these authors. The filter-

ing left us with 26 authors out of 50. Finally, we obtained a dataset

consisting of about 348,000 samples by 26 authors split at 9 different

levels. At all the levels we have the same set of authors and code

snippets, with the only difference being the split between training

and evaluation part of the dataset.

6.2.2 Dataset with separation in time. These datasets are de-
signed to investigate whether developers’ coding practices change

over time. The high-level idea is as follows: we pick a set of method

creations from a project (IntelliJ IDEA in our case), sort them by

time, split into ten folds, then train a model on one fold and evaluate

it on the others.

More specifically, we gather all events of method creation gener-

ated by the developers in groups with different amounts of samples

per developer. Then, we sort all the methods written by each author

by creation time and divide them into ten buckets of equal size. To

preserve the same distribution of the authors across the buckets,

we do the division independently for each programmer. In the end,

most of the buckets for each developer contain methods written

over 4 to 12 months. We also evaluated an alternative approach of

splitting all the methods simultaneously, but this approach resulted

in adding too much noise to the data (in fact, some programmers

had joined the project later and the model trained on earlier folds

did not have any information about them).

The resulting datasets consist of 400,000 and 200,000 events of

method creation split into ten equal folds. The events are sorted in

time and the difference between the indices of their folds can be

used as the temporal distance between them. The distribution of

the authors and the number of samples is uniform for every fold.

6.3 Benefits of the Data Collection Technique
The proposed data collection technique enables gathering datasets

that have several major benefits over existing datasets and capturing

some important effects that are specific to real-world data:

• Smaller gap between work context of code written by different
authors.While different developers still tend to work in dif-

ferent parts of the codebase, naming conventions, internal

utility libraries, and the general domain are the same for

everyone, since all code originates from the same codebase.

• Large number of samples available per author. Existing datasets
mostly work with up to several hundred code fragments per

author. In the IntelliJ IDEA dataset collected with our tech-

nique, 21 developers created more than ten thousand meth-

ods each. The ability to collect multiple contributions for a

single author makes the resulting data suitable for studying

more fine-grained aspects of authorship attribution, such as

the effect of the changes in coding practices over time on

attribution accuracy.

• Broader domain of application. Since our data collection tech-

nique allows one to collect data from any Git project, it is

possible to investigate cross-project or cross-domain author-

ship attribution.
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7 EVALUATION ON COLLECTED DATASETS
We evaluate both our models (described in Section 3) on the datasets

that we created from IntelliJ IDEA source code using the technique

described in Section 6. Also, we adapt the model by Caliskan et
al. [21] to work with Java code and refer to it as JCaliskan. We

compare JCaliskan to our models on the new datasets.

We also tried to reimplement the model by Yang et al. [59], since
the work lacks an open-source implementation. However, we failed

to reproduce the results mentioned in the paper [6]. In our case,

using particle swarm optimization to train the model led to no

improvements and strong overfitting. Since features used in their

paper resemble the work by Caliskan et al. [21], we used JCaliskan

for comparison.

7.1 Separated Work Contexts
First, we work with separated work contexts (Section 6.2.1). These

datasets contain nine different training/evaluation splits of the same

large pool of method creation events, labeled with the method’s

author. Each split is parameterized with a depth value, which indi-

cates the maximum possible depth of the lowest common ancestor

of file changes in the training and evaluation sets.

If the model is sensitive to the influence of work context, it

should perform better for higher split depths, because with the

growth of the split depth, training and testing sets become closer

from the point of work context. Figure 3 shows the dependency of

the accuracy values of all three models on the split depth. Since

the number of available samples per author is high and sufficient

for proper training, the neural network model (PbNN) outperforms

both random forest models (PbRF and JCaliskan) for each depth

split and for both developer groups.

Figure 3 shows that the accuracy values increase with the depth,

and at small depths the accuracy is much lower than in previous

experiments (see Table 2). We tried to eliminate possible reasons

for that, except for the difference in work context: the experiments

were held on the same data points, the sizes of the training sets

vary by less than 3%, and we train models until convergence.

Thus, we conclude that work context strongly affects the accuracy
of authorship attribution.

7.2 Time-Separated Dataset
To see if developers’ coding practices change in time, which might

affect the accuracy of authorship attribution models, we evaluate

our models on two collected datasets with folds separated in time

(Section 6.2.2). The datasets contain samples of method creation

from developers who did between 2,000 and 10,000 method cre-

ations and developers who did at least 10,000 method creations

in the IntelliJ IDEA project. For each of the developers, the data

has been divided by time into ten folds of equal size. This way

we preserved the distribution of authors across folds, eliminating

all differences between folds, except for the time when they were

written.

We train a separate model on data from each fold except for the

last. Then the models are tested on code fragments from subsequent

folds. Thus, for ten folds we get nine trained models and 45 fold

predictions. We expect a lower accuracy for more distant folds, if

the developers’ practices change in time.
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Figure 3: Models’ accuracy on the datasets with separation
of work context.

The results for the models are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

The neural network (PbNN) performs on par with random forest

models (PbRF and JCaliskan) for the developers with at least 10,000

samples, but falls behind when the number of samples per author

decreases. The graphs show that the accuracy of all models drops

as distance in time grows, which confirms our hypothesis: evolution
of coding practices affects the accuracy of authorship attribution.

7.3 Evaluation on Other Projects
We also held a preliminary evaluation on two other large Java

projects: Gradle [3] and mule [7]. We applied the proposed data col-

lection technique and created context-separated and time-separated

datasets from each project. The results are consistent with the eval-

uation on IntelliJ IDEA:

• Models’ accuracy rapidly drops as we gradually separate

contexts.

• Models’ accuracy strongly depends on the distance in time

between training and evaluation folds.

• PbNN outperforms both PbRF and JCaliskan when the num-

ber of available samples per author is high.

The detailed results and graphs are available in supplementary

materials.
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(c) JCaliskan’s accuracy

Figure 4: Models’ accuracy on the dataset with separation
in time (21 developers, at least 10,000 samples each). Lines
are drawn for better readability and do not denote linear ap-
proximation.

8 DISCUSSION
Based on the evaluation results on the collected datasets, we con-

clude that both the difference in work contexts between training

and testing data and the evolution of developers’ coding practices

have strong influence on the accuracy of authorship attribution

models. However, our results are limited to Java language and sev-

eral large open-source projects and need further research.
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Figure 5: Models’ accuracy on the dataset with separation
in time (44 developers, 2,000 to 10,000 samples each). Lines
are drawn for better readability and do not denote linear ap-
proximation.

8.1 Influence of The Work Context
In Section 7, we described an experiment with separation of the

work context between training and evaluation sets. We demon-

strated that the model’s accuracy decreases as we train and evaluate

it on more distant (in terms of the codebase’s file tree) pieces of code

for each author. Specifically, the accuracy might vary by almost

two times as we divide the same samples differently (Figure 3).

We conclude that the gap between datasets used in previous work

and the data observed in practical tasks is not negligible. Specifically,
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a model’s accuracy can drop from 98% in one setting (Table 2) to 22%

in another (Figure 3). This suggests that, for evaluation to provide

realistic information about the potential accuracy of a solution on

data from conventional software engineering projects, researchers

should use datasets where training and testing parts for each author

belong to different environments.

The proposed dataset with gradual separation of training and

evaluation sets can be used by researchers in future to measure

their models’ tendency to rely on context-related features rather

than individual developers’ properties. The models we evaluated

turned out to have a strong dependency on work context as well,

with the accuracy dropping from 48% to 22% (PbNN) and from 42.2%

to 19.6% (PbRF) for splits at depth 9 and 1. To lower the influence

of work context on the model’s accuracy, researchers could design

context-independent features or add regularization terms.

8.2 Evolution of Developers’ Coding Practices
Evaluation on the dataset with samples of code from each developer

split in time showed that, as programmers’ coding practices evolve

over time, learning on older contributions to attribute authorship

of the new code leads to a lower accuracy of attribution on a span

of several months to years. To maximize the accuracy in potential

real-world scenarios, we should use training data that is as relevant

as possible, and re-train or fine-tune the models as we gather new

data samples.

8.3 Threats to Validity
The proposed technique of data collection does not take into ac-

count automatically generated code, boilerplate code, or code em-

bedded by an IDE. Its presence may bias the generated dataset. In

order to mitigate this issue, the future work might employ tech-

niques that detect such code and remove it from the dataset.

The collected dataset might contain code copied from third-

party libraries, which was not completely written by the developer

stated as the author in the VCS. Recent studies on open-source

Java projects show that up to 20% of methods can be copied from

other sources [29], 6% of Java projects are 100% clones of other

projects, and 14% contain more than 50% of cloned code [40]. It

means that for a repository that is not a clone, it is reasonable to

expect that significantly fewer than 20% of methods are copied

from other places. The rest of the methods should be enough for

the models to infer information about the authors.

The experiment with gradual separation of work context relies

on the proposed method to measure work context similarity as the

depth of the lowest common ancestor in a file tree. Despite the

provided rationale on why it is reasonable, for some projects the

similarity of code might be weakly related to the location in the

codebase due to specific codebase organization practices.

We found that the evolution of developers’ coding practices

strongly affects the accuracy of authorship attributionmodels. How-

ever, the observed drop in models’ accuracy can be caused in part

by the evolution of the whole project instead of the individual pro-

grammers. Also, the observed results are limited to the IntelliJ IDEA

data. To extend them to a general case, one needs to collect a dataset

that comprises several projects with overlapping sets of developers,

with projects divided between training and testing sets.

9 CONCLUSION
Authorship attribution of source code has applications in software

engineering in tasks related to software maintenance, software qual-

ity analysis, and plagiarism detection. While recent studies of au-

thorship attribution report high accuracy values, they use language-

dependentmodels and do not assess whether their datasets resemble

data from real-world software projects.

We propose two models for authorship attribution of source

code: PbNN (a neural network) and PbRF (a random forest model).

Both models are language-agnostic and work with path-based rep-

resentations of code which can be built for any syntactically correct

code fragment. Our evaluation on datasets for C++, Python, and

Java used in recent work shows that the suggested models are

competitive with state-of-the-art solutions in terms of accuracy. In

particular, they improve attribution accuracy on the Java dataset

from 91.1% to 97.9% (PbNN) and 98.5% (PbRF).

While demonstrating high accuracy, existing work in authorship

attribution is evaluated on datasets that might be inaccurate in

modeling real-world conditions. This may hinder their adoption

in software engineering methods and tools. We discuss a concept

of work context—the environment that influences the process of

writing code—such as surrounding files, broader codebase, or team

conventions. Taking work context into account, there is significant

dissimilarity with previous results. Another concern investigated

in this work is the evolution of developers’ coding practices and its

potential impact on accuracy of authorship attribution.

We suggest a novel approach to creation of authorship attribution

datasets. In contrast to prior studies that are limited to projects

with a single author, our approach can work with any Git project.

We use our approach to process history of changes in a large Java

project (IntelliJ IDEA Community repository on GitHub) and create

several datasets to study the influence of work context and coding

practices evolution on the accuracy of authorship attribution.

Evaluation of three models on the dataset with separation of

work context shows that the accuracy goes down as similarity

values decrease. As we gradually change the similarity level from

maximal to minimal, the accuracy drops to the low of 22%, which is

much lower than 98% achieved on the existing dataset of 40 single-

authored projects. For the experiment with folds divided in time,

the accuracy drops as the time difference between training and

testing folds increases, and the drop might also be significant: over

3 times for the most distant folds. We conclude that programmers’

coding practices evolve over time, at least in large projects, and

their evolution negatively affects quality of authorship attribution.

Our study demonstrates that existing solutions to authorship

attribution can perform very differently when existing datasets are

put into conditions close to real-world. This should be taken into

account when evaluating authorship attribution approaches, espe-

cially during stages of data collection and training/testing division.

All the artifacts related to this work are publicly available on

GitHub [5] under MIT License.
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